Instant Edge – NUS-ISS Collaboration
An Academically sound Initiative

SINGAPORE, DECEMBER 31 2016
Together with the Institute of Systems Science, National University of Singapore (NUS) - a globally
renowned university, Instant Edge has embarked onto a collaborative software development
program:
The Institute of Systems Science of NUS (NUS-ISS) has approved a joint co-innovation initiative, to design
& build a highly integrated application capability named Manage Operations, which provides critical
functionality to support enterprises in their ongoing (IT) operations.
The component is based on IT Services Management (ITSM) concepts (ITIL e.g.) and ISO 20000
standards and will enable operations support processes in a variety of industries. A combined team of
professional & student developers and architects are tasked with designing and developing a highly
innovative, integrated process- and messaging engine that can support all areas of the existing
Instant Edge platform from managing incidents, problems, demands, changes, etc., and
effectively integrates with already available Project Portfolio Management (PPM) capabilities.
In addition to the collaboration program itself, NUS-ISS provides support with regards to Java
architecture and application performance optimization via its well-established faculty know-how and
industry expertise.
Through this initiative, Instant Edge is constantly optimizing the architectural design and
application performance. “A combination of the collective knowledge of NUS-ISS resources with
Instant Edge market understanding of what client’s need is crucial”, states Mr. Heng Boon Kui, of
the Institute of Systems Science. That allows for the continuous evolution of an end-to-end platform that
is designed based of - and pre-configured with – industry best practices.
The first Manage Operations capabilities are scheduled to launch and made available to clients on the
Instant Edge Platform in Q2-2017.
Want to know more? Get in touch: success@instant-edge.com
ABOUT INSTANT EDGE
We are a fast-growing enterprise cloud software start-up founded by
German ex-SAP managers in Singapore.
We aim to solve an application gap that we have been confronted
with over the last 20+ years in every single project & change initiative
that we helped our clients and partners to execute.
We offer the cradle-to-grave cloud integration of processes &
solutions that actually belong together: Starting from the initial idea
of an initiative all the way from planning & design, through execution,
continuing into ongoing management of operations – regardless if it’s
a small change request or a large-scale portfolio.
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